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Much difference of opinion prevails concern
ing the derivation and .meaning of the word
"Arizona"—the most probable being either ari,
few or small, and zoni, fountain; or arida, dry,
and zona, zone. Either one conveys a correct
idea; as the fountains are both small and few,
and, generally speaking, it is an arid land. By
this it is not intended to say that it is without
water or verdure, for that would be very far
from the truth; but that there are large areas
devoid of water, and almost so of verdure; and

^j that the general impression, from a contemplation of the landscape, is that of a blistered, sun-
$ scorched country. Hundreds of thousands of

acres, in bodies, are sandy and dry, upon which
gleams the sunshhie^and alkali. Covering this
land, and adding a weird interest to the land
scape, is the most unique of all combinations
of vegetation. Of grass there cannot, strictly,
be said to be any, except at those times when
a sporadic rain falls, when a fine crop springs
up, thick, tender, and juicy; but, as the air is
dry, and the soil is light and full of sand, be
tween the sinking and evaporation, it is in a
few days as dry as ever. Then the grass dies.

The most pleasing in appearance of all this
vegetation is the palo verde—a tree growing
frequently to the height of twenty feet, and with
long, sweeping branches. The bark is smooth,
and of a greenish hue, from which it gets its
name. Its fibre is porous, and decays after a
few months' exposure. The iron-wood grows
about the same size, is of a darker hue, gnarled
and hard, and does not readily decay; while
the grease-wood is a bush chiefly noted for its
objectionable odor, and seems to' subserve no
purpose whatever in the economy of nature.
These, together with the well-known cotton-
wood, constitute the wood-growth of the mesas,
and they—save the grease-wood—are rare, ex
cept along the rivers, where cotton-woods at
tain considerable size. Of course the sage-brush
is everywhere. After the woods proper come
the cacti, of which there are over twenty dis-

f^ tinct varieties.
In the landscape of the mesa the cactus gi-

gantus forms no inconsiderable item of interest
Y ^v^—-itstall^fengus - shaped stalk rearing aloft its

rounded, leafless form, covered with prickles in
rows, and about two inches long. It not unfre-
quently attains a diameter of one and a height
of twenty feet, and its branching is but the out-
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pushing of an arm'*as leafless and prickly as
the parent stalk. In the centre of this stalk is
a hard, woody, cylinder-shaped formation, va
rying in diameter from one to four inches, which
encloses the pith, and is itself enveloped by a
cushion of spongy material, strongly fibrous.
A few strokes of an axe will fell the largest of
them; and in a few weeks, owing to the rapid
decay, nothing but the cylindrical sheath of the
pith can be found. Though the stalk is heavy,
the roots are small and short—striking out only
a few inches from a large, bulb-shaped termina
tion of the stalk, that rests scarcely under the
surface of the ground. It is of a slow growth,
and many of them have held aloft their heads
on these plains to the bleaching rays of the
sun, growing so slowly that years scarcely make
any perceptible change—loving the dry winds
and the sun-bath—demanding, as the condition
of existence, a cloudless sky, a parched soil,
dry, hot air, and a century in which to develop.

The cactus gigantus is thej-emblem of steril- -
ity. The ingenuity of the nineteenth century,
however, has found a use for this plant, and
the stalks are cut and shipped to the paper-
mills at Santa Cruz, where they are so manip
ulated as to make a strong, useful paper. Those
engaged in its manufacture claim that the finest
and best writing-paper can be made of this cac
tus-pulp. However, when a crop is cut away,
it will require half a century to grow another.
Yet the commercial world may console itself
that when the cactus is cut away something
better may take its place. With the lights be
fore us, it is difficult to divine what this may
be, unless the mooted question of sinking ar
tesian wells is successfully solved, and the mesas
furnished with water for irrigation.

Next in point of interest are the cacti known
in common parlance as "choyas." These are
scrub—scarcely ever attaining a height of five
feet—and branch profusely; the limbs, partic
ularly toward the ends, bearing large bunches
of thorny leaves, whose sharp prickles penetrate
the thickest clothing on a slight impact, and
the unfortunate who runs against them" gener
ally carries away every burr that he touches,
whether he wants them or no. If these choyas
are of any utility, it has never been heard of,
nor, in fact, are the other and smaller varieties
of cactus, some of which are found in the hot
houses in other latitudes—petted because ex-
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night. The great heat during the day would
render a wooden house uninhabitable, and, be
sides, adobe is cheaper than building wood in
southern Arizona.

This Territory has been the scene of a certain
species of civilization as early as one hundred
and fifty years ago, as is well-known by the
ruins scattered over this section. Of course
the mound-builders and cliff-dwellers have been
here, as in every section along this latitude
across the continent; and their foot-prints still
live when even the names of their people have
been lost in the Lethe of ages. But actors of
more recent date attract more interest still. The
ruins of the old missions constitute quite a feat-
ture in the history and landscape of the coun
try. Of these, more hereafter.

Not only were the original inhabitants of this
country possessed of unique ideas—other days',
and those within the memory of men yet in the
prime of manhood, have witnessed as queer,
and, considering the age, still more startling in
tellectual peculiarities. Near the town of Flor
ence is Primrose Hill, a solitary, cone-like
peak, that rises from the mesa to the height of
many hundred feet. That queer genius, Chas.
D. Porter;., who some years ago was a delegate
in Congress from this Territory, for some rea
son best known to himself conceived the idea
of building upon its apex a temple to the sun,
and establishing the religion of the Gheber or
Parsee, and went so far as to spend several
thousand dollars constructing a road to the top,
upon which he planted a flag, bearing a huge
sun-disk upon its ample folds. At this point,
funds gave out, and the project ended. Though
the flag is gone, the road may be seen to-day,
winding around, a trailing niche in the precipi
tous sides of the hill, making a complete circuit
before the top is reached. He was, for a time,
in correspondence with the Parsees of India on
the subject. It is known as "PcJrter{s Folly."
This was not all. Primrose Hill stands on a
mesa more than usually sandy and bleak.
Coupled with this scheme of the sun-temple
was another, notMess startling and original. It
was to establish here, upon the choya-cursed,

. sand-made mesa, an ostrich farm. What the
birds were to eat; besides pebbles, tarantulas,
and choya burrs, is a problem Mr. Poftei\never
divulged to the public. Two as wild whims
never entered human brain, and the regret is
that he was not able to cany them out, so that
the world could have seen the logical end. With
their completion, his professions would have
been sufficiently varied, embracing delegate in
Congress, ostrich farmer, and Parsee priest.

All this country was the prey of the Apache,
from the earliest times of which we have any

traditional or written account, a fierce, relent
less, cunning, blood-thirsty tribe, that laughed
at civilization, and sneered at human rights.
The neighborhood of Florence was for a long
time the scene of Apache troubles, till a deci
sive issue was made, a few years ago, in which
their power was forever broken in that region.
General Sloneman was stationed, with several
companies of United States soldiers, at Picket
Post, the present site of the celebrated Silver
King mills, thirty miles north of Florence, in
the Superstition Mountains. The post was in
a valley, on Queen's Creek, easily overlooked
from a high ledge of the mountains known as
Tordello Peak, and all of Stoneman's move
ments were noted in the inception. On top of
this mountain was a rancheria of Pinal Apaches.
These occasionally poured down some unknown
pathway upon the settlers along the Gila Val
ley, stealing, burning, and killing, and when
pressed by the troops, would vanish in the
canons. The location of the village was sus
pected, from a solitary Indian now and then
seen perched upon these peaks, watching pro
ceedings at the post, from which his station was
inaccessible. All attempts by Stoneman to get
at them were fruitless. At length, emboldened
by their successes, they raided a ranch near
Florence, and drove away a band of cattle.
The Florentines armed and followed, till, after
several days of patient pursuit, they found the
trail that led to the rancheria. The Indians,
doubtless feeling secure in this fastness, neg
lected to post videttes, and thus the Floren
tines were enabled to steal upon them by night,
and at day-break attacked the rancheria, which
was situate only a few yards back from the
brow of the bluff, overlooking Pickett Post.
Seeing they were surrounded, they fired a few
shots, then threw down their guns, and went to
meet the approaching Florentines, with hands
raised, in token of surrender; but the latter,
seeing the advantage, and remembering that
mercy to them was cruelty to the defenseless
families on the Gila, determined to make the
most of the situation, and continued firing upon
them. When about two-thirds had fallen, see
ing no chance for quarter, the remainder ran to
the bluff, where their videttes had been so long
stationed to watch Stoneman, and threw them
selves over, striking the rocks two hundred feet
below. The Florentines could see their man
gled remains from the place where they sprang
over. Not a single warrior escaped, but the
women and children were turned over to Gen
eral Stoneman. About fifty bucks went over
the bluff. In January last, the writer was there,
and, after much and troublesome climbing and
clambering over boulders, and cliffs, clinging to
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the regularity of clock-work, he buried the
rowels of the large spurs in the long, thick hair
on the donkey's side, while he sang—with lusty
and not unmusical voice—a song that per
chance had done service beneath a seiiorita's
window, in the bowered courts of old Granada,
centuries ago. The spirit of the dead trouba
dour must have been indignant at this plebeian
appropriation of the song of chivalric clays, but
little this fellow cared for the sentiments of
those who have been ashes for centuries.

These street scenes are a study, where al
most every phase of life is presented. Kid-gloved
men, fresh from Eastern cities, are here, full of
the idea of plundering Arizona, and going back
to enjoy the results; brawny, broad-shouldered
stock-men from California, inquiring quietly for
large land-grants on the San Pedro and in So
nora; rough, hardy, open-faced miners and pros
pectors, who talk of nothing but leads, lodes,
claims, chlorides, sulphurets, free-milling ore,
thousands, hundreds of thousands, and millions;
swarthy Mexicans, with dark eyes and gleam
ing teeth; jolly, rollicking negroes, the same
under all suns; almond-eyed Chinese, shuffling
along; burros, dogs innumerable, and Indians,
with an occasional woman hooded to the eyes,
with the glaring, white sunlight over all. soft
and warm, make up the street scenes of Tucson.

West of the town, the Santa Cruz slowly
steals its way northward; while two miles be
yond, rise the Sierra del Tucson mountains.
Toward the north, the peak of Pacpcho springs
from the mesa, and at this distance reminds
one^of the cathedral of Strasburg; while to
lie eastward are the Santa Catarinas, trending

away to the south-east, to be succeeded, further
south, by the Santa Ritas. Southward lies the
upper valley of the Santa Cruz, along the west
ern side of which is the Papago Reservation,
where they plow with crooked sticks, as did our
ancestors four thousand years ago. Near this
reservation stand the ruins of the Mission San
Xavier del Bac—the most noted of all the relics
of the church's dominion in Arizona; though
not so old by centuries as the Casa Grande and
Cliff Castles, whose people have been lost, even
in the tracery of tradition; though not so tum
bled down as that of San Jose" of Tumacacori,
near the town of Tubac—still, it is the greatest
wonder of them all. Over one hundred years
ago, a German padre began to build this mis
sion by the contributive labor of the Papagoes,
who had embraced the cross some years be
fore. It is of the Byzantine style of architect
ure, and, on approaching it from a distance,
has quite a mosque-like appearance. A heavy,
low dome rises over the walls, which are twenty-
five feet high; while on either side of the front

entrance, looking southward, are two towers
twenty feet in height. Around and above the
roof of the main building is a wall cut in
panels, in which huge and rude imitations of
wolves' heads glare at each other. Approach
ing the front, through the broken outer wall,
the bas-relief ornamentation of the architrave
first attracts the attention. Four statues, in
adobe, fill each a niche—two on either side of
the door-way—one of which lost his head a few
years ago; a barbarous American tourist or
plainsman did it with his little pistol, perhaps
to see, by practice on a saint, how he could
"drop" on a "road-agent" or Apache. Over
the door-way the facade presents mouldings of
no particular significance, except clusters of
grapes, indicative either of the wine the priest
loved, or that the church was the patron of
husbandry. A balcony of wood, opening from
the choir-loft, hangs broken and crumbling to
dust over the front entrance.

Following the Indian guide through this door,
we are in the chapel, once paved with cement
and stained in mosaics, in which thousands of
devotional knees have worn furrows and holes.
Opposite, and about forty feet away, is the altar,
just back of the rotunda, under the dome, into
which the chapel merges. Under the first arch,
against the wall, are the broken fragments of
the guardian cherubim of the sanctuary. One
has only his head and shoulders remaining,
and looks clown upon us with straining eyes,
and creates the impression that he has not yet
recovered from the fright gotten at his breaking
up, and that perhaps he was choked during the
trouble. The other is not quite so badly crip
pled, but has a sympathetic look. Under the
next arch is the covered wooden pulpit, placed
high against the wall. Between these arches
were once rude frescoes from the life of Christ;
but the subjects can not well be distinguished,
so dim and defaced are they by the hand of
time. The crown of light in the centre of each,
over a dusky and dimly, defined human face—
as dimly as the shadows of the "separate dying
ember" that "wrought its ghost upon the floor"
—suggests the Feast of Cana and the Last Sup
per. The rotunda rises thirty-five feet above the
nave; while on either hand, as you face the al
tar, are shrines — the one on the left, to the
twelve Apostles and the principal saints of the
third order of Saint Francis; that on the right,
to Santa Maria, thus making the chapel in the
form of a cross, with the lateral shrines consti
tuting the arms and the altar the head. Back
of the altar in a niche is an image of the patron
saint of the mission—San Francisco—robed in
priestly vestments. Statuettes and paintings,
crude and expressionless, clamber up on all
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"I love mankind?—I do. I do

As victims love them ; as the sea-dog doats
Upon the small, sweet fry that round him floats,
Or as the Nile-bird loves the slime that gives
That rank and venomous food on which she lives."

The devotees toiled on, happy in bringing
their fruits as an offering to the mystic priest of
this vaguely splendid religion, and join their
voices in the weird chant with the tyrant of the
death-sceptre. What dark deeds were com
mitted here under the shadow of this strange
pile of San Xavier, with those who came to
trust as in God, and passed* out cursed and
stained by craft ! They come up in a thousand
haunting visions to live again.

As we came out through the broken gate-way,
along-limbed Mexican, with jingling spurs, rode
by on a wiry pony, and with a graceful wave
of the hand and "Buenos dias, seiior/" dashed
on. A woman, whose dark eyes looked out
from a swarthy face, half hid by a bright man-
tilleta drawn over her head, upon which was
poised an olla of water, strode by, and passed
into one of the small adobe houses. They
looked oriental, while dead years hung their
drapery on the crumbling front of San Xavier.
We drove away while the vesper bells were
ringing, and when far across the valley we
turned, once more to see the dome and towers
standing out in the clear, sharp light of sunset,
while the few clouds in the great expanse of
heaven caught the last kiss of day on their
lowest drifts, lit up in a crimson flame — and
then the sudden darkness that knows no gloam
ing fell upon the valley of the Santa Cruz.

Birds are fewer in Arizona than*in any
section of the Union. The raven — the bird,
"from the night's Plutonian shore"—is seen

everywhere—lazily musing from the limb of a
dead tree in solemn stateliness—gazing long
and attentively upon the sun - blistered land
scape, as if it were the dearest scene on earth—
then, with a croak, flapping away in the quiet
air. Of insects, we boast the tarantula, and that
is enough. It is the "black cat" of ever)' new
comer to the territory. It lives everywhere—
in the mountains, mesas, and even in houses.
In the summer, this ugly bundle of repulsive
legs and bright eyes invades all places; the
weary sleeper turns down the sheet at mid
night, and finds the tarantula waiting for him;
the plainsman has only lighted his fire for the
night, when he finds himself in a colony of them,
and they all come out to greet the visitor. Its
bite is sometimes as fatal as that of the rattle
snake. Campers on the mesas come in close
contact with both, but a few drops of boiling
water in his house puts the tarantula out of the
way. Their houses are models of kisjruclive-— &*"l
art. They are constructed of much the mate
rial of an Eastern hornet's nest, set in a hole in
the ground, and provided with a lid or shutter,
which, when down, closes up the house, with a
contrivance in principle not unlike the hasp
and staple. While the plainsman is dreaming
sweetly, after the usual slaughter of tarantulas,
not unfrequently the rattlesnake glides his
cold length across him, or steals in under the
blankets to share the warmth. This latter sit
uation is not enviable, for an incautious move
ment may rouse the guest to plant his fangs in
the sleeper, the result being not unfrequently
death. A yell of "Snakes!" at midnight, in
camp, with the lights all out, arouses a form of
terror surpassing anything in the spectral vis
ions of Dante. James Wyatt Oates.

A GLIMPSE OF THE UNUSUAL.

The office-boy approached my desk, and said:
"The city editor wants you."
I entered the private office of that gentle

man.
"Sit down," he said.
I obeyed.
" Read that." He handed me a note, which

ran thus :
"City Editor 'Fog Horn' :—I shall take one of

your reporters with me next Sunday, if agreeable.
"J. H. WlIITliSIOES."

"Well?" I interrogated.
Vol. I.— 24.

"Will you go?" he asked, with a fixed look.
"Certainly."" You are not afraid ?"
I smiled.
"I knew it," he said.
I blushed.
"That will do."
I left the office. There must have been an

unusual expression on my face, for a reporter
asked me:

"What did he want?"
"Oh, nothing," I replied, carelessly; but my

face evidently belied my words.




